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X. sonnet
Of Beauty and Duty
Two ladies to the summit of my mind
Have clomb, to hold an argument of love.
The one has wisdom with her from above,
For every noblest virtue well designed :
The other, beauty's tempting power refined
And the high charm of perfect grace approve :
And I, as my sweet Master's will doth move,
At feet of both their favours am reclined.
Beauty and Duty in my soul keep strife,
At question if the heart such course can take
And 'twixt two ladies hold its love complete.
The fount of gentle speech yields answer meet,
That Beauty may be loved for gladness1 sake,
And Duty in the lofty ends of life.
XI. sestina l
Of the Lady Pietra- degli Scrovigni
To the dim light and the large circle of shade
I have clomb, and to the whitening of the hills,
There where we see no colour in the grass.
Natheless my longing loses not its green,
It has so taken root in the hard stone
Which talks and hears as though it were a lady.
1 I have translated this piece "both en account of its great and
peculiar beauty, and also because it affords an example of a form of
composition which I have met -with in no Italian writer before
Dante's tune, though it is not uncommon among the Provencal
poets (see Dante, De Tulg. Eloq.). I have headed it with the name
of a Pacluan lady, to whom it is surmised by some to have been
addressed during Dante's exile; but this must be looked upon as
a rather doubtful conjecture. I have adopted the name chiefly to
mark it at once as not referring to Beatrice ; and have ventured for
the same reason to give a like heading to the sonnet which follows it.

